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Introduction

Who we are
The levy policy is underwritten by Mutual & Federal Risk Financing Limited, a licensed non-life insurer 

and can only be purchased through an insurance broker accredited by ONE Insurance Underwriting 

Managers (Pty) Ltd, FSP 8783.

What do we do?
The process of providing levy protection to community schemes starts with getting the right cover. 

Levy cover can be requested separately, regardless of who the scheme is insured by. 

Levy cover offers a solution for all community schemes who are struggling with members who per-

petually default on their levy payments. 

With a levy cover, community schemes can continue their operations without disruption.
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What is levy cover?
A community scheme’s greatest asset is their cash flow which is generated by members paying their 

monthly levies on time every month. When levies are not paid, the body corporate’s cash flow is 

immediately under pressure along with its daily operations.

Without levy income, the community scheme will be unable to honour its monthly expense obligations 

such as municipal bills, insurance premiums and other day-to-day maintenance as well as planned 

large-scale maintenance like painting and waterproofing meant to protect and sustain the owners’ 

property investment.

One Levy Cover aims to stimulate wealth creation in community schemes by providing the necessary 

liquidity to maintain the common property, thereby increasing the overall property value for all owners 

in the scheme.

With levy cover, a community scheme never needs  

to suffer as a result of defaulting owners.

Features and benefits of levy cover

• Payments made to the scheme are in settlement of claims; it is not a loan.

• There is no strain on the budget as cover includes special levies, utility charges  

and interest.

• Debt is eliminated immediately with the injection of cash.

• The scheme’s cash flow is now guaranteed, enabling the trustees to maintain the  

common property without any interruption or delay.

• Community schemes are not affected by legal delays, nor the high cost of collection.

• The policy is easy to understand and conforms to treating customers fairly.

• Levy claim payments will not have a negative impact on the claims history.

• Levy cover is included as a value-added product (VAP) in ONE’s Sectional Title Solution.

About the policy
Cover includes all legally recoverable levies including special levies and utility fees from the policy’s 

date of inception. Arrear levies raised prior to inception of the policy, penalty charges (such as fines) 

or other unrelated charges, are not included.
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Exclusions

• Historic debt prior to policy inception

• Levies that have already been ceded

• Where litigation is already in progress

• Disputed claims 

• Insolvent estates

• Penalties and fines

Information required:

• SS number (for bodies corporate)

• Community scheme physical address

• Number of units in the scheme

• Broker details

• Details of chairperson and trustees 

• Community scheme PQ

• List of owners

• Conduct rules

• Latest audited financials

• Copy of insurance policy

• Proof of banking details 
 – stamped letter from the bank, or
 – bank statement (not internet  

  statement)

• Power of attorney

• Special resolution to incept  
insurance policy



Did you know?
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The role of the insurance broker

LEVY COVER IS AVAILABLE AS A STANDALONE POLICY.
Although this product is offered by ONE, it can be purchased by any  

community scheme regardless of the insurer of the material damage policy.

The broker has an intermediary function in advising clients of the features of levy cover.

While brokers will submit a quotation request, brokers and managing agents will jointly implement 

the community scheme’s affirmative decision to acquire levy cover. Brokers do not usually submit 

claims on behalf of the community scheme; the managing agent usually submits claims directly to ONE.  

After a claim has been assessed and paid, ONE will inform the broker and the managing agent accordingly.

On an annual basis, the broker must advise ONE of the new insured value for the scheme as well as  

the value of each unit as per the material damage policy. It is strongly recommended that brokers 

automatically include a quote for levy cover whenever the scheme’s material damage policy is renewed. 

Ideally, levy cover policies should run alongside the material damage policy but it is not essential. 

The role of the managing agent

Managing agents play a vital role in the success of a community scheme

When a levy cover policy is incepted, the managing agent is obliged to provide all minutes,  

resolutions, schedules, statements, applications, declarations, communications, and other documents 

and evidence, including the contact details of the defaulting owner and their spouse, where applicable. 

This obligation extends to the body corporate and managing agent and is applicable until the levy claims 

are completely repaid. The managing agent will normally already have all this information on file.

As required by law, sound financial management and recording practices must be followed by  

the body corporate, the managing agent as well as its appointed accounting and auditing service  

providers. This includes recording the levy claim payment and all relevant collections.

The managing agent must notify all owners of the levy cover. A template for such a letter can be found 

under the annexure at the end of this booklet.

After a claim has been submitted, the agent’s task is minimal. Upon settlement of the claim, 

the managing agent is absolved from pursuing the defaulter.



Upon request, ONE will advise the community scheme and managing agent of all outstanding claims.

A levy clearance certificate can only be issued by the managing agent once they have received written 

consent from ONE. This is a critical step to avoid a material breach of policy and being held liable  

for damages, repayments and legal fees.

 

If there are any changes to the community scheme’s bank account, the managing agent is responsible 

for informing ONE so they may make the necessary adjustments to ensure continuous payments  

and claim pay-outs.

An owner’s voting rights on ordinary resolutions can be withheld at the AGM if their levies are  

in arrears, but only if there is an adjudication order or court order against them. This does not apply 

for special or unanimous resolutions.

The role of the insured 
The trustees are responsible for submitting the documents listed below. All of these documents will  

be in the possession of the managing agent and will be readily available: 

1. Participation quota (PQ) schedule as per the sectional title plan

2. Special management rules (if applicable)

3. Most recent adopted budget of community scheme

4. Signed minutes of the meeting where the budget was adopted. (Minutes must reflect  
 the outcome of the vote on the approved budget).

5. The required notice as per PMR 25(1) of the STSM Act. This is the notice that is sent by  
 the body corporate to each unit owner confirming their levy contributions, the payment date,  
 the interest rate on arrears and the dispute resolution process relevant to contested  
 levy contributions. 

6. Trustees’ resolution to fix interest at 2% per month, calculated and compounded monthly

7. Latest audited financial statements

8. List of registered owners as per the deed registry records and the names of bond 
 holders. (If not provided it will be procured by the insurer at a nominal cost)

9. Schedule of current levy arrears

10. Documents relating to any current levy dispute, if any

11. Power of attorney for the appointment of the debt collector

12. Special resolution to adopt levy cover and the minutes of the general meeting at which the 
 special resolution was passed. The minutes must specify the relevant outcome of the vote.
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The trustees must complete and sign a resolution which must be submitted along with a debit order 

before the policy can be implemented. It is not necessary to send the original documents but it must 

be available upon request. 

The duties of trustees 

It is against the law for an owner who has a judgment against  

their name for unpaid levies to act as a trustee or vote at the AGM.

ONE must be advised immediately of any changes relating to brokers, managing agents or trustees of 

the scheme.

The trustees should be aware that a defaulting owner’s voting rights may be affected. If there is  

an adjudication order (by CSOS) or a court order against the defaulter, they will forfeit their right to 

vote on ordinary resolutions at the annual general meeting (AGM). This does not apply to special or 

unanimous resolutions. Until such time that the claim has been settled in full, the defaulting owner’s 

voting rights at AGMs will remain suspended

The duties of the defaulting owner 
In order to avoid any confusion and wasted costs, the defaulting owner must not make  

payment for the amounts claimed to the managing agent or directly to the community scheme. 

Payment of the claim together with costs must be made only to the collecting agency.

If the defaulting owner makes a levy claim payment to the insured (managing agent or body  

corporate) that has already been paid or indemnified by the insurer, the insured must immediately 

pay this amount to the collecting agency without set off or deduction.

Defaulting owners will be obliged to pay the capital amount of claims (plus interest) from the date of 

demand, as well as the claims administration fees and all collection costs.

The collecting agency will negotiate the necessary payment arrangements with defaulters, particularly 

in the case of substantial special levies which will be concluded on a case-by-case basis. The defaulter 

will be charged interest on a monthly basis from the date the claim is paid to the community scheme.

Did you know?



Claims procedures

Submitting a claim
In order for a claim to be compliant, a number of documents are required. Claims must be submitted 

to the insurer on a claim form together with the following supporting documentation:

• Special resolution for this insurance, as adopted by the body corporate and required by  

 the STSM Act

• Signed trustee or director resolutions raising levies and/or interest on all arrear levy claims  

 paid out at 2% per month, calculated and compounded monthly

• Annual or Special General Meeting minutes

• Approved annual budget 

• The required notice as per PMR 25(1) of the STSM Act 

• Signed Power of Attorney by body corporate or HOA

• Applicable levy statement

• Any further documents and information as may be required by the insurer

Every item on the claim form should be completed and all annexures must be attached. Keep in 

mind that the payment of a claim will be delayed if the required documents are not lodged together 

with the claim.

The claim form must specify the exact details of the claim, including the amount and the period of 

the levies claimed for. It is important to note that the cover is only for arrear levy amounts and  

interest raised on such arrears.  Claims for amounts below R2 500 must be avoided.

Separate claims
Each individual unit’s arrear levies will require a separate claim as claims relate to units and not owners. 

Separate claims must also be submitted for arrears of different units held by the same owner.

Timing
A claim may be for more than one month but the claim must be lodged within three months from  

the date on which the first levy included in the claim became due. A unit’s arrears must not be  

allowed to accumulate for more than three months before a claim is lodged.

During the insured period further claims may periodically be lodged for the same owner until the 

limit for each unit has been reached.
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Claim process
When registered, each claim will be assigned a unique claim number. The managing agent will be 

advised on payment of the claim together with a claim number.

At the time of the claim, the levy must be at least one month in arrear, but not more than three months. 

The managing agent should make absolutely certain that the levy is in arrears before a claim is submitted.

How to prepare documents and other information
After a claim has been paid, the managing agent should take no further steps against the debtor to 

recover the claimed amount. The collecting agency will only liaise with the managing agent  

if necessary and will not report to the managing agents on the progress of levy recoveries.  

This can be specifically requested.  

At this point in the process, the managing agent has already prepared and submitted documentation  

for the collecting agency to launch recovery actions. In some cases, further information may be required.

In the event of a claim being defended, the collecting agency may require the managing agent to  

give evidence in court, or before an arbitrator or Ombud. For such services the managing agent will 

be able to negotiate an appropriate fee with the attorney conducting the matter. 

How to deal with historic debts 
No claims will be paid for levies due before the policy’s inception date but the managing agent may 

instruct the collecting agency to collect historic arrears as a separate mandate or they may proceed 

through their attorney of choice.

• No claim may be submitted for arrears already handed to an attorney for collection.

• No claim must be submitted for arrears where a payment arrangement is already in place.

• No claims may be submitted for owners who have been, or are in the process of being,  

 sequestrated or liquidated.

• No claim may be submitted for deceased estates and members.

• No claim may be submitted for units where transfer figures have already been issued.

• No legal fees, penalties or fines can be claimed.
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Specific exclusions
The insurer shall not be liable for losses arising from:

• levies due by members who have been sequestrated, liquidated, or placed under business 

 rescue or any other financial aid where the member’s estate is administered by a third party

• any situation where the member is lawfully entitled to withhold payments to the body corporate

• any levies due by a deceased person, a minor or a person under curatorship

• where a levy clearance certificate has already been issued by the insured

The insurer is not liable for losses for any amounts that are not recoverable for any other reason. 

Note that the insurer will not pay out levy claims which are  submitted more than three months from 

the levy due date.

Payments made by the defaulter to the managing agent in error 
Occasionally, the defaulter may pay an amount to the managing agent for a claim that was already 

paid. Should the insured receive any payments from the unit owner, the debt collectors (or their 

attorney) must be notified immediately. The amount should then be paid over to the debt collector 

(or their attorney) within seven days. If the insured fails to do so, the full claim amount plus any other 

amounts due will become immediately recoverable from the insured.

It has been noted that an owner may make arrear payments shortly before a general meeting.  

These payments must not be allocated to the owner’s levy account but must be paid to the collecting 

agency without delay. The managing agent can request a claims update from the insurer. 

If the managing agent retains payments due to the collecting agency, recourse against the debtor 

may be forfeited and the claim paid to the community scheme, plus interest and legal fees, becomes 

refundable. refundable.

Administrative procedures after payment of claims
Immediately after a claim has been paid, the right to collect the arrears (plus interest) transfers to  

the collecting agency. The managing agent may not take any further steps to collect the arrears.

Should any arrears be paid to the managing agent, the amount must immediately be paid over to  

the collecting agency.
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The importance of trustees’ resolutions

The importance of a trustees’ resolution
It is imperative that all provisions and regulations of the Sectional Titles Schemes Management Act 

(STSMA) no 95 of 1986, STSMA 8 of 2011 and the Community Schemes Ombud Service Act 9 of 2011 

are complied with for the effective recovery of arrear levies. There are two types of levies which can 

be recovered from members: normal levies and special levies.

Normal levies resolution
Within four months after the community scheme’s financial year end, an annual general meeting 

(AGM) must be arranged. At this meeting, a budget should be presented for approval by the  

members; however, this does not automatically make the owners liable for the levies. 

A trustee resolution is required in terms of PMR 25(1) of the STSMA Regulations 2016 and of section 

3(2) of the STSMA. As the budget has already been approved, this resolution may appear superfluous 

but it is required in terms of the Act and indispensable in recovering levies.

Interest resolution
If allowed by the scheme’s rules, interest may be charged on overdue levies at 2% per month,  

calculated and compounded monthly.  The rate of interest is determined by a trustee  resolution 

which remains in place and is effective until resolved by the trustees. 

The following procedures must be followed:

1. A budget must be approved by an ordinary resolution at the AGM and the minutes should  

 reflect the resolution.

2. A trustee meeting must be arranged soon after the AGM to determine the levies.  

 This is normally done by approving the levy schedule and calculating the individual  

 monthly levy contributions based on the participation quota (PQ) schedule. 

A resolution must be completed and signed before the adjusted levies can be implemented -  

without it, the levies are not legally recoverable. Alternatively, the minutes of the trustees’  

meeting must clearly reflect the determination of the levies - preferably with reference to a  

levy schedule - and must be signed by at least two trustees. Approval of the budget by the  

owners is not enough; a trustees’ resolution is still mandatory even though the members  

approved the budget at the general meeting.  

*Note that the levy claim payment plus interest at the applicable rate of 2% per month,  

calculated and compounded monthly, which may have been inadvertently paid to the insured,  

may be refundable to the insurer if the levies are illegal or invalid for any reason.
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3. A notice must be sent by the body corporate to each unit owner confirming their levy  

 contributions, the payment date, the interest rate on arrears and the dispute resolution  

 process relevant to contested levy contributions. 

All owners must be notified of their individual levies within 14 days after the AGM. For that reason,

the trustees have a maximum of 14 days after the AGM to arrange a trustees’ meeting, approve 

the levies and notify all the owners.

For that reason, it is a good idea to have a trustee meeting immediately after the AGM.

Resolutions for normal levies will be carefully scrutinized by the insurer to ensure that it is compliant 

before any claim is paid.

Special levies 
Special levies may be raised for expenses not included in the budget or if there are insufficient funds 

to pay for certain expenses. Once again, a trustees’ resolution is required.

A decision taken at a general meeting to approve the required improvements will not suffice as  

the rules require a signed trustees’ resolution. If the owners approved an improvement to common 

property that was not reasonably necessary at a special general meeting and decide to raise a  

special levy to fund the expenses, these levies will not be legally enforceable without the trustees 

signing a resolution to that effect.

Enforcing levies is easy if the correct procedures are followed and to facilitate this, it is vital that  

the proper paperwork is in place. Resolutions must be prepared and signed by the trustees in order 

to obtain insurance, to raise normal levies, to determine the interest rate, and to raise a special levy. 

Where resolutions and minutes are not signed, claims will not be paid.

REMEMBER, NO DOCUMENTS – NO CLAIM
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Pro-forma letter to all owners
(on the managing agent’s letterhead)

Mr. Sample 15 October 2021
P 0 Box 1234
Bellville
1234

Dear Member

RE: LEVY INSURANCE POLICY

We wish to advise that Green Tree Community Scheme has insured the complex against 
the non-payment of levies by its members. 

The survival of your community scheme as an effective entity is entirely dependent upon 
receiving all its levies on time every month. Without the prompt payment of all the levies,  
the community scheme and its members will suffer financially as the community scheme will 
be unable to meet its monthly financial commitments or perform the required maintenance.

In terms of the policy, the community scheme will lodge a claim against members that  
default on any future levy payments. The arrear levies will be paid to the community scheme 
on behalf of the defaulters. Immediately thereafter the matter will be handed over to the 
collecting agency to proceed against the defaulting member.

The defaulting members will be liable for reimbursing the unpaid levies, along with the  
collection costs, to the collecting agency. Accordingly, it is important to note that members 
must not remit any payment to ourselves in respect of an amount claimed, but only pay the 
collecting agency.
Note that a defaulter must continue to pay the current levies to the community scheme, i.e. 
levies which do not form part of the claim.

We reiterate that the levy cover policy is vital in ensuring a healthy future cash flow for 
the community scheme and the policy has been procured in the interest of all members.  
Prompt payment of levies is a serious matter and we urge all members to make every effort 
to pay their levies on time.

Should you have any questions in this regard, please contact the writer on (021) 123 4123.

Best regards
Portfolio Manager 
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Pro-forma letter to defaulter
(on the managing agent’s letterhead)

Mr. Sample 15 October 2021
P 0 Box 1234
Bellville
1234

Dear Member

RE: UNPAID LEVY - CLAIM AGAINST THE INSURANCE POLICY

This serves to inform you that we have submitted a claim against the levy cover insurance 
policy in respect of your unpaid levies for the months of January, February, and March 2021  
in the amount of R4 500. In order to avoid any confusion and wasted costs, please do not 
make payment of this amount to ourselves as this outstanding amount, interest and costs  
are now due to the collecting agency.

Payment of the arrears and costs must be made to the collecting agency and not to any  
other party.

Please note that this does not affect the payment of future levies which are not included in  
the claim. You must continue making payments of all future levies to ourselves.

Banking Details
Account name:  Professional Sectional Title Services
Bank:  FNB (First National Bank)
Account number:  6279 344 7965
Branch code:  210554
Account type:  Trust account
Reference:  PSTS Matter Number (This normally starts with ST, PS  
 or NR followed by a number) 

You may contact writer at (021) 123 1234 if you have any questions in this regard.

Yours sincerely
Portfolio Manager 
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Frequently Asked Questions

Broker
Q What is the defined event of the cover?

A The insurer will cover the scheme for the direct loss of legally recoverable levies, special levies, 

utilities (that formed part of the normal levy as approved in the budget) and interest as contained 

in, and conformed with, the relevant community scheme legislation in respect of each unit claimed 

for, from date of inception of the policy.

Q Who is the underwriter?

A The product is administered by ONE and underwritten by Mutual & Federal Risk Financing  

Limited, a licensed non-life insurer.

Q   If my client is not insured by ONE, can they still get stand-alone levy cover?

A Yes, levy cover is available as a stand-alone policy through an accredited broker.

Q  What information is required when responding to a broker’s request for a quote?

A  The community scheme’s name, SS number, risk address, number of units, material damage 

policies, sum insured, broker’s name and managing agent’s details. 

Q Will ONE consider insuring community schemes where  levies have already been ceded?

A No

Q Is there a minimum premium for a levy policy?

A Yes, the minimum premium is R575 including VAT per month for a stand-alone levy cover policy.

Q Why is the cover based on the community scheme’s sum insured?

A  All community schemes are obliged to insure their properties in terms of the STSMA and  

Regulations 2016. The material damage policy must include all sections and the common  

property. The insured value of each section is recorded in the policy schedule which forms a  

firm and assured basis on which to assess the value of each unit.

Q  What is the cost of levy cover?

A  At the time of writing, the premium is R28.75 including VAT per unit per month for  

stand-alone policies.
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Q Can a policy for levy cover be cancelled?

A Yes, policies can be cancelled at any time. Note that benefits and obligations contained in  

policies that are outstanding at the expiration of the policy must still be fulfilled.  

For this reason, the collecting agency will continue to pursue defaulters even after the  

policy has been cancelled.

Q What is the significance of the relationship between the broker and the managing agent in  

marketing the policy?

A Levy cover must be sold directly by brokers to community schemes who will require the  

co-operation of managing agents. The broker’s primary function is to advise their clients on  

the benefits of levy cover for community schemes. 

 

 Brokers and managing agents jointly implement the community scheme’s affirmative decisions.

Q What about self-managed sectional title schemes?

A  These schemes will be treated the same as schemes with managing agents.  

Instead, a trustee will carry out the tasks normally undertaken by a managing agent.

Q Can the policy be combined with a community scheme’s existing material damage policy?

A Yes, but only with ONE. 

Q Is the levy cover policy affected by the community scheme units’ usage?

A No, cover includes levies of residential, commercial and industrial complexes.

Q Will the policy cover special levies?

A Yes, the policy does not differentiate between normal levies and special levies.

Q Will the policy cover electricity and water charges payable by members?

A  Yes, provided it forms part of the normal levy as approved in the budget.

Q Are outstanding levies prior to commencement date covered by the policy?

A No 
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Q Are penalties, fines and legal fees that have been charged to members covered by the policy?

A No

Q Will the insurer pay levies in respect of sequestrated or liquidated members?

A    No, If a member has been sequestrated or liquidated prior to a policy being issued the information 

must be disclosed in the proposal form. A policy will be issued with an endorsement excluding 

the sequestrated or liquidated members.

Q Will the insurer pay levies in respect of deceased estates?

A An existing deceased estate must be disclosed in the proposal form when application is made for 

a policy. Should a community scheme member die while a policy is in place, the deceased estate’s 

levy will be covered until date of death.

Q Will a scheme be penalized with a higher premium if it has a high claims ratio in respect of levy claims?

A No

Q What is the maximum claim covered in respect of any unit?

A For sectional title schemes, the aggregate outstanding amount can never exceed 10% of the  

insured value of the unit. In respect of homeowners’ associations (HOA) the aggregate  

outstanding can never exceed the value equivalent to 60 months’ levies.

Q Can levy cover be extended to HOAs?  

A Yes

Q Does the levy cover policy include cover for outstanding levies prior to the inception of the policy?    

A No, the community scheme’s historic debt is not insured and legal action against those defaulters 

should be continued by the community scheme.         

Q Can the managing agent’s debt collection costs be included in a claim?  

A No.
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Q Why do we need to submit new resolutions every year?

A Resolutions are required in terms of the Sectional Titles Schemes Management (STSM) Act 8 of 

2011 and its Regulations. Without these resolutions, a scheme will not be able to recover levies 

which have not been raised correctly. Good governance is not a once-off project, it is an ongoing 

process which must be practiced continuously.

Q Why must the scheme have a resolution for interest, and what is it for?

A Trustees are entitled to charge interest on arrear amounts. They are granted the authority to  

do so in terms of the STSM Act 8 of 2011 and its Regulations.

Q Why can’t the scheme make a claim relating to deceased estates?

A The insurer has excluded cover for unpaid claims by the estate of the deceased owner.  

Claims will be paid  up to the date of death but cover stops after date of death.

Q Why must a scheme submit a budget as well as a levy schedule?

A Good and proper governance by the scheme is essential. Schemes are required by law to budget 

for the anticipated day-to-day running expenses of the scheme for the next financial year.  

The levies payable by each owner is reflected in a schedule which has been calculated based  

on the budget. These levies are used to pay the running expenses of the complex.

Q Why do you need signed minutes for the AGM?

A The minutes of any meeting must be approved and signed as proof that all decisions made  

at that meeting have been correctly recorded.

Q Why does the scheme require at least two trustee signatures on a resolution?

A This is a requirement of the STSM Regulations of 2016. No document signed on behalf of  

the scheme is valid and binding unless it is signed on the authority of a trustee resolution by  

two trustees, or one trustee and the managing agent.

Q Why must the scheme submit a schedule for special levies if the amounts are in the budget?

A In terms of the STSM Act 8 of 2011, it is the duty and responsibility of the trustees to allocate  

a proportionate amount of the special levy to each owner as per the owners’ decision.  

Special levies are for unplanned expenses which may become necessary after the budget has 

already been approved.
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Claims
Q When should levy claims be made?

A Claims for unpaid levies must be in arrear for no more than three months. Accordingly, the window 

period for claims is during the second, third or fourth month after the default has occurred.

Q Do supporting documents need to be supplied with each claim?

A Yes, aside from the basic documents relating to the scheme, further information concerning the 

specific defaulter is required at claim stage. The required documents are listed in the claim form 

which the managing agent should have readily available.

Q How is interest charged on the claimed amount?

A Interest is payable by the defaulter from the date the claim is paid. 

Q Will a defaulting member be allowed to vote at an AGM?

A Yes, an owner’s voting rights on ordinary resolutions can be withheld at the AGM if their levies are 

in arrears, but only if there is an adjudication order or court order against them. This does not 

apply for special or unanimous resolutions. The insurer will advise the community scheme and 

managing agent of all outstanding levy claims upon request to avoid any misunderstanding.

Q Can a defaulting member negotiate instalment payments in settlement of a claim?

A Yes, the collecting agency will negotiate suitable terms which will be concluded on a case-by-case basis

Q Does the policy cover arrear interest claimed by the community scheme?

A Yes, all interest payable by defaulters from the date of inception of the policy will be paid subject 

to the proper interest resolutions being in place: -

 1. interest charged prior to the claim being submitted will be payable to the community scheme,

 2. interest charged after the claim has been submitted will be payable to the collecting agency.

Q  How must a defaulter’s subsequent payments after the submission of a levy claim be treated?

A  1.  all payments not related to the claim must be credited to the defaulter’s current levy account

 2.  all payments received by managing agents in settlement of a claim must be forwarded  

 immediately to the collecting agency.
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Q What duties must be performed by the managing agent?  

A The managing agent is responsible for collating the required documents when the community 

scheme’s application for a policy is incepted. Managing agents will also liaise with the underwriter 

with regards to levy clearance certificates and cannot issue it without written consent from  

the underwriter. 

Q Can a defaulter pay the claimed amount to the managing agent after a claim has been made? 

A No, as the claim has been subrogated to the insurer, it is critical that the defaulter pay all 

amounts relating to the claim to the collection agency as they are mandated to collect the claim. 

Should the defaulter accidentally pay the managing agent any funds relating to the subrogated 

claim, the funds must be forwarded directly to the collecting agency.

Q Are claims relating to multiple units, usually submitted by the managing agent, considered as one claim?  

A No, every levy claim is treated as a separate claim.  Therefore, if there are five units on the  

claim sheet, it is considered as five separate claims. This is particularly relevant as it refers to  

the minimum amount of R2 500 per claim.

Q How does a community scheme make a claim?  

A Claim forms, together with the relevant documents, must be submitted to levyclaim@one.za.com.

Q Are there any additional costs in respect of a claim?   

A Yes, a levy default claim disbursement fee of 10% is applicable to each claim.

Q Can a managing agent issue a levy clearance certificate?

A Yes, provided that prior written consent has been granted by the levy claims division.

Q What is the maximum claim that the levy cover division will cover per unit?

A The maximum claim for sectional title schemes will be 10% of the insured value of each unit as 

reflected in the community scheme’s material damage policy. 

 For HOA, the maximum claim that will be paid per unit is equal to 60 months’ levies.

 In determining cover, historic debt will be taken into account and aggregated.
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Q Does historic debt influence the claim?

A When a claim is submitted, the levy must have been in arrears for at least one month -  

but not more than three months. Ordinarily, claims are made every two to three months.

 We cover 10% of the unit’s insured value as reflected in the material damage policy.  

Historic debt is taken into account when the 10% cover limit is calculated, for example: if the 

insured value of the unit is R900 000, the maximum cover will be R 90 000. If there are historic 

debt to the value of R10 000, cover will be for R80 000.

 Cover will be increased when the debt is recovered, or when the insured value of the unit  

is increased annually.

SAVE
YOUR GREEN BY GOING GREEN!

Switching to solar without breaking the bank has never been easier!  Our 
solar energy solution is designed to rreedduuccee  ccoossttss, aadddd  vvaalluuee and pprroommoottee 

ggrreeeenn  eenneerrggyy, whilst iinnccrreeaassiinngg  yyoouurr  pprrooppeerrttyy  vvaalluuee.

SAVE
on electricity costs and 
increase your bottom 

line from day 1.

INCREASE
property value and
desirability through
sustainable living.

REDUCE
your carbon footprint
though clean energy 

from the sun.

SOLAR WITHOUT THE HASSLE
Switch to solar with  ZZEERROO  CCaappeexx required. We effectively ffuunndd, iinnssuurree, 
mmaaiinnttaaiinn and mmoonniittoorr the solar infrastructure and provide you with the 

opportunity to ppuurrcchhaassee  cchheeaappeerr, cclleeaanneerr  eenneerrggyy from the solar installation. 

SECURE
electricity supply by

reducing dependency 
on the grid.

GET IN TOUCH WITH US TODAY: +27 10 020 8200 info@stsolutions.co.za www.stsolutions.co.zal l
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www.one.za.com
0861 266 562

ONE Insurance Underwriting Managers (Pty) Ltd Reg No. 1996/008987/07. 
Authorised Financial Services Provider FSP8783 VAT No. 4370160501



ONE Insurance Underwriting Managers (Pty) Ltd  Reg. No.1996/008987/07

Authorised Financial Services Provider FSP8783

ONE Levy Cover provides levy protection for community schemes. Levy cover is an extension of  

the sectional title solution that provides cover for community schemes.

www.one.za.com

0861 266 562




